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Religion is a belief system that regulates all the behavior of its adherents to realize 
relationships between humans in social context through spiritual values that always direct 
humans to will and act based on goodness by involving the analysis of reason to determine 
good and bad in accordance to religious orders, that each individual can avoid lust and 
emotions in him that describe animal behavior. Inevitably, individuals different from animal 
behaviors depict spiritual values in belief system trying to humanize each individuals. 
However, people's behavior in religious belief system in the contemporeries did not match the 
facts of reality. Because, every religious community creates an inclusive attitude among the 
various adherents of religions based on the narrow perception of humans to address differences 
in social contexts. As a result, every individual sees behaviors of other groups as something 
bad, they must be destroyed in the social environment. In order to overcome the problems that 
occur within the scope of religious communities, this paper aims to examine the Hikmah 
Muta’aliyah of Mulla Sadra to understand the behavior of religious adherents  and provide 
solutions to ethical crises in this Contemporary time by using qualitative methodology resulting 
in the conclusion that the Hikmah Muta’aliyah of Mulla Sadra emphasizes the perception of 
reasons in presenting universal knowledge, that each individual can think openly to respond 
variety of differences. Accomodative thinking will create values of tolerance and humanity in 
the contexts of religion, that each individual can build harmonious relationship between fellow 







Agama merupakan sistem kepercayaan yang mengatur semua perilaku penganutnya untuk 
mewujudkan hubungan antarmanusia dalam konteks sosial melalui nilai-nilai spiritual 
yang selalu mengarahkan manusia untuk berkehendak dan bertindak berdasarkan 
kebaikan dengan melibatkan analisis alasan untuk menentukan baik dan buruk sesuai 
dengan ajaran agama. Perintah, bahwa setiap individu dapat menghindari nafsu dan emosi 
dalam dirinya yang menggambarkan perilaku binatang. Tidak dapat dihindari, individu 
yang berbeda dari perilaku hewan menggambarkan nilai-nilai spiritual dalam sistem 
kepercayaan yang mencoba memanusiakan setiap individu. Namun, perilaku masyarakat 
dalam sistem kepercayaan agama di masa kontemporer tidak sesuai dengan kenyataan. 
Sebab, setiap komunitas agama menciptakan sikap inklusif di antara pelbagai penganut 
agama berdasarkan persepsi sempit manusia untuk mengatasi perbedaan dalam konteks 
sosial. Akibatnya, setiap individu melihat perilaku kelompok lain sebagai sesuatu yang 
buruk, mereka harus dihancurkan di lingkungan sosial. Untuk mengatasi masalah yang 
terjadi dalam lingkup komunitas keagamaan, artikel ini bertujuan untuk meneroka 
Hikmah Muta’aliyah dari Mulla Sadra untuk memafhumi perilaku penganut agama dan 
memberikan solusi untuk krisis etika di masa kontemporer ini dengan menggunakan 
metodologi kualitatif yang dihasilkan dalam simpulan, bahwa Hikmah Muta’aliyah dari 
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Mulla Sadra menekankan persepsi alasan dalam menyajikan pengetahuan universal, bahwa 
setiap individu dapat berpikir secara terbuka untuk merespon pelbagai perbedaan. 
Pemikiran akomodatif akan menciptakan nilai-nilai toleransi dan kemanusiaan dalam 
konteks agama, bahwa setiap individu dapat membangun hubungan yang harmonis antara 
sesama manusia. 
   
Article History: Received: 20-4-2020 Accepted: 27-6-2020 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Religion in social context view as system which control every individual acts and 
deeds to create a harmonious relation between being as such. Realization of harmonious 
relation between beings is the effort to getting themselves to God, which viewed as each 
vision of human life in the world, so that religion has the urgency to realise every vision of 
individual through systems which applied in social context (Nur 2016). In sociological 
discourse, it is known that some figures has analysed the urgency of religion for human life, 
like Emile Durkheim (2011), explaining about the important role of religion for society, is 
to create the closeness between one another, without looking at any tribe, race, and skin 
color and view as something accidental in human‘s lifes.  
According to Emile Durkheim, differences experienced by individuals based on 
worldly experiences or we call it as profane has created gap between fellow beings that do 
not pay attention to each other‘s lives. For instance, individual A works as a trader and 
individual B works as a fisherman. The two of them have never met; they have never even 
looked at each other‘s lives which are seen as social inequalities. Emile Durkheim views 
that religion functions to unite and bring individual closer to another as the image or image 
of religion as a place of harmonization (Marzali 2017).   
Emile Durkheim‘s views are confirmed by Huston Smith (2015), explains that 
religion is both hope and goal for each individual to express various creativity to bring his 
existence closer to God is seen as the existence of the Most Perfect in reality. The term 
Perfect in Huston Smith (2015) view is the source of perfection, which is permanent and 
universal. Logically, human beings wanted a perfection which is permanent and universal in 
his lives. Religion has it scope to explain about the meaning of perfection which is 
permanent and universal to human through certain system which applies in social contexts.  
Based on many explanations above, it can be understood that religion has the 
urgency to harmonize individual existence or between being and another as the process of 
his closeness to God to achieve perfection in reality. In contemporary era, religion gain 
special attention in the paradigm of society with the opening of religious studies through 
social media approaches. Social media is a place which uses by religious leader and societies 
to achieving knowledge toward religious teaching. Nonetheless, the using of social media as 
the place for religious preaching gives two implications to religious societies nowadays.  
First, there are inequalities. It is known that religious information come online by 
involving social media, such as Youtube, Instagram, and What‘sapp, and it implies the gap 
between individuals. The implications are, harmonization among religious communities has 
declined. Second, the creation of particular paradigm, because religious communities are 
tend to accept information limitedly. Limited information tend to be used by individual to 
build their knowledge to get closer to God and looked at other knowledge beside it as 
something that is distorted and misguided, as been known that the development of the 
practice of radicalism is based on particular paradigm as the process to get them closer to 
God (Asrori 2015). 
From the above problem, we can see that it has influence the practice of extremism 
to rejects and limits other people beliefs in the context of religious communities to get 
closer to God. One of the concrete prove that we can feel today, is that the higher level of 
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violence between religious people, as the National Committee (Komisi Nasional) noted 
that the increase of violence case and limitation of the belief of religious people for the last 
three years. In 2014, KOMNAS HAM (National Committee of Human Rights) has listed 
about 74 cases on the violance of religious people in the whole regions of Indonesia. Those 
numbers are increasing in 2015, for about 87 cases. In 2016 gets increases about 97 cases 
(Komnas HAM 2017).  
The higher level of violence and limitation of beliefs among religious societies are 
also emphasized by the Wahid Institute (2016) in the research under the title Kemerdekaan 
Beragama Berkeyakinan (KBB) that there has been increasing of KBB violation for the last 
three years. In 2014, Wahid Foundation listed there are 158 cases. Then in 2015 increases 
into 20% about 190 cases. Next, in 2016 there‘s about 204 cases.  
Whereas, Hikam and Riyanta (2018) in their research on the title Development of 
Radical groups in Indonesia Post Goverment Regulations in Liue of Law no. 2/2017 
Regarding Community Organization and Law no 5/2018 Regarding Terrorism in National 
Secuarity Perspective said that theres about 1.494 cases of violation and religious 
intolerance for 18 years, from 2000 until 2018. According to Muhammad AS Hikam and 
Stanislaus Riyanta, the higher case of violence and religious intolerance is based on 
doctrinal understanding toward religious beliefs in individual paradigm, which describes 
exclusivism thinking pattern.   
From the above datas, it is known that religious violant behavior and limitation of 
beliefs are the main problem in the life of contemporary societies that causes gap among 
individuals to build harmonization as a process of existential perfection in reality. The 
behavior of violence and religious limitation was based on particular paradigm of society in 
viewing religiousity in reality, so they are tend to see reality based on one perspective. As a 
result, something different with their knowledge are seen as something that deviates 
(Mutahhari 1978).    
On the other side, the main problem is the appearance of particular paradigm that 
based on dogmatical behavior of religious communities who takes any information 
accepted through social media without further review and study about that true 
information, so that each individual has created exclusive behavior in his lives. This 
exclusive behavior will bring about intolerant and extremist behavior in the individual itself 
which causes him to do violent and limitation of belief of other individuals. Consequently, 
each individual will limit themselves and do violate act between one another. The 
implication is religions are seen as harmonization place among beings through systemic 
rules which not realized as it is.  
The root of the particular paradigm was background by the development of secular 
paradigm which views all validities of information into three principle, they are, 
measurable, light and systematic (Bennet 2001). Measurable means something or object is 
made up of three-dimensional elements, it covers long, wide and tall. While, the 
supernatural is the object to be perceived through human sense perception. Whereas, 
systematic means that the order of human perception is based on the driving force, which 
are desire and emotion. The thord principles commonly called as scientific method 
(Capoleston 1985).  
Those three secular principles are directing religious communities into a more 
particular sense to build their religious understanding through scientific approaches. To 
deal with those many problems, we need solution as a form of attention toward ethical 
crisis of religious community in the contemporary era are viewed to be has losing its 
existence in reality (Mandaling 2013). Based on the research, it can be known that religious 
community behavior has describes degradation of his own existence which influence by 
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desire and emotion, so that we need existential approaches that discuss human existence as 
the object. 
In Islamic Philosophical Civilization, it is known that human existence studied 
through existential approach to know the essence of human existence (Rizvi 2009). One of 
the Islamic philosophical orders study and discuss human existence, which is Mulla Sadra‘s 
Hikmah Muta’aliyah. Mulla Sadra study human existence through some theme which view as 
principle of human perfection, such as harakah al-jauhariyah, the essence of knowledge, 
various being, and al-‘aql al-munawar.  
The theme harakah al-jauhariyah explain that human soul experience perfect 
movement from potential phase (the ability to be perfect) into actual phase (perfect) by 
involving all perception force in himself. It means, human are demanded to optimalize all 
the potention of perception in him, covering sensory perception and reason. Human being 
who‘s counting on sense perception tends to achieve particular knowledge. Particular 
knowledge implies the rise of imagination influenced by emotion that moves will and 
human behavior in reality. Behavior reflects by emotion tend to looking for desire in it‘s 
existence, as a result human existence viewed as animal that moved  into will to desire and 
emotion (Khatoon 2004). Whereas, human is on rational phase, level of highest soul, has 
potentiality to obtain universal knowledge which describes the perfection of reason. 
Perfection of reason (al-‘aql munawar) will guide human paradigm to view something 
logically by considering happiness and peace based on good behavior, so that human can 
build harmony between beings to perfecting themselves and getting closer to God in reality 
(Kalbikani 1998).    
Based on various explanations above, it can be known that Mulla Sadra‘s Hikmah 
Muta’aliyah is a wise solution to ease particular paradigm and intolerance in the life of 
religious people. On the one hand, Mulla Sadra‘s Hikmah Muta’aliyah as the alternative to 
ease ethical crisis in the lives of religious communities that viewed has experience many 
problems in facing the difference in the scope of religion.  
This article is trying to study and discusses about Mulla Sadra‘s Hikmat Muta’aliyah 
through his magnum opus, al-Hikmah al-Mutāliyah fī al- Asfār al-Aqliyyah al-Arba’ah on the 
purpose to preserve unity between religious people through the perfection of reason as the 
instrument of human knowledge. In order to achieve this purpose, this paper requires a 
methodology that explains the collection and analysis of primary source data. In the 
research methodology discourse, there are two type of research, namely qualitative and 
quantitave. Qualitative explain how to describe and analyze data through a theoretical 
foundation approach based on the primary source data. Meanwhile, quantitave explain how 
to analyze data through a numerical approach (Ali 2011).       
In this article, using qualitative approach as methodology that refers to primary and 
secondary sources in data collection. Primary sources in article, is al-Hikmah al-Mutāliyah fī 
al- Asfār al-Aqliyyah al-Arba’ah to understand the urgency ―Hikmah Muta’aliyah as An 
Alternative to Ethical Crisis in Contemporary Era‖. Meanwhile, secondary data in this 
paper are books, journals, and theses that discuss Mulla Sadra‘s philosophy. Primary and 
secondary data are analyzed and interpreted by the problem of ethical crisis and solution 
Hikmah Muta’aliyah (Chumaedi 2018). 
The results of the analysis and interpretation explain that humans have reason is the 
highest faculty of soul that place reason to perceived the object of knowledge universally 
through the process of abstraction. The abstraction process of reason necessitates a 
universal knowledge so that each individual can think openly which influence all the act 
and paradigms in understanding religiosity as one of the attitudes of caring for religious 
unity in social context. 
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Moreover, this paper ini is a new offering in studying human existence in Mulla 
Sadra view which reviewed through his masterpiece al-Hikmah al-Mutāliyah fī al- Asfār al-
Aqliyyah al-Arba’ah which is presented through some ontological and epistemological 
teaching of Mulla Sadra. It is different with the research done by Happy Saputra (2016) in 
his research under the title ―Konsep Epistemologi Mulla Sadra‖ published in the Jurnal 
Substantia who examined Mulla Sadra‘s thoughts. As well as what Sholihan(2010) did in her 
research under the title ―Al-Hikmah al-Muta‘aliyah: Pemikiran Metafisik Eksistensialistik 
Mulla Sadra‖ which do not directly refer to Mulla Sadra magnum opus which is seen as 
unable to represent Mulla Sadra‘s view comprehensively. 
Whereas, the research which done by Dudi Badruzaman (2019) on the title 
Paradigma Epistemologi Filsafat Islam in author view, has not yet bring out and explains some 
teachings of Mulla Sadra in the study of epistemology so that it needed a further research 
that will explains about Mulla Sadra‘s teachings in the field of epistemology related to 
ethical perfectionand human paradigm. In that case, it can be known that this article is 
trying to serve Mulla Sadra‘s view point as moral crisis alternatives in the contemporary era 
to perfecting the previous research and also as the new point of view in understanding the 
human existence. 
 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The Principle of Hikmah Muta’aliyah on Human Existence 
Mulla Sadra in al-Hikmah al-Mutāliyah fī al- Asfār al-Aqliyyah al-Arba’ah explain that 
the main principle of Hikmah al-Mutāliyah, is the perfection of human existence that can 
be achieved through some themes, such as harakah al-jauhariyah discusses about movement 
of perfection of soul. According to Mulla Sadra, soul is human identity which always 
having perfection through correspondency of reason and sense perception to gained the 
essence of knowledge (Rezai 1999). The essence of knowledge will guide human soul to 
move from potential phase into actual. In the process of activity of soul, human will going 
through many faculties of knowledge of the soul, they are plant and animal faculty that 
view that every object of knowledge based on desire and emotion toward the highest 
existence, that is faculty of reason (Walid 2012). 
Human who has reached faculty of reason will know everything based on the right 
paradigm as the perfection of the soul of the known. The perfection of paradigm will affect 
human behavior to do well, because all good behavior is coming from true paradigm as the 
image of perfection theoretically and practically (Sadra 1941). Thus, it can be known that 
the relation of Mulla Sadra‘s principles and teachings are related to the problem of the 
perfection of human existence. In order to make clear the discussion, author will explains 
about each theme separatedly, in order to give a comprehensive explanation. Here are the 
explanations as follows. 
 
Harakat al-Jauhariyah  
Harakat al-jauhariyah was one important discussion in Islamic philosophy which 
backgrounds by the view of the ashālatul wujūd philosophers who believes in changes or 
movement in existence of an enity in reality (Eshots 2010). The understanding of the 
ashālatul wujūd philosophers toward the movement of an entity was influenced by Aristotles 
thought on the tenth categories. The ashālatul wujūd philosophers has two different view 
points in facing Aristotle‘s 10 categories, which consists of 9 categories of accidents 
(something that can be perceived by senses, such as color, shape and height) and 1 
substantial category (which cannot perceived by senses, like soul for instance).  
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The first view, believe on the four of the tenth categories of Aristotle. The first view 
was dominated by peripathetic philosopher, like Ibn Sina who view that changes, 
movements, of the movement of entity is affected by certain categories, quantity, quality, 
place and position. Based on those four categories, it can be known that the most certain 
place moved and changed from one position into another, Bsuch as the movement of the x 
car from position a into position b (Eshots 2010).   
Whereas another categories, such as quantity can be seen through the groeth of 
human body from the child phase to teenager phase. Man growth from children phase to 
teenager phase  describes the displacement or movement of quantity in human existence 
(accidental movement). In another case, it can be known that the color of raw apple in 
green color changed into ripe apple in pink colorthe changes of the apple is not only 
happen to only color, but the changes of taste from tasteless into sweet. The changes of an 
apple, whether from taste to color is also called as the movement of quality in philosophical 
term.  
Peripatetic philosophers view the displacement or movement in position and 
quality happen to accidental and material aspects.  Second view, dominated by the Hikmah 
al-Muta’aliyah philosophers, such as Mulla Sadra believe in five categories, consists of four 
accidental categories, which are quality, quantity, space and time. Whereas, another one 
category is substantial which view on the whole changes, movement or displacement of 
entity based on substance. And accident is something hanging on substance existentially to 
move in reality (Haq 2013). 
Mulla Sadra gives argumentation to prove that movement occurs in substance. First 
argumentation, describes the existence of substance (soul) as the mover to any categorical 
changes of accident in reality. Substance are always reflecting accidental category to 
experience changes and displacement in reality. Accidental category cannot experience 
changes without the influence of substance in reality. For example, human body do not 
experience growth without influenced by the existence of soul (Khamaeni 2004).  
Second Argumentation, Mulla Sadra study about substance and accident through 
cause-effect approach (soul as the cause that moves matter). According to Mulla Sadra, 
substance is the cause for accident to move in reality (Khamenei 2004). Third argumentation, 
that substance is eternal and accident is limited. Mulla Sadra studying substantial and 
accidental matter through the approach of kaun wa al-fasad (genesis and destruction). 
According to Mulla Sadra, substance (soul) are kaun (will rise again after from the human 
body) and accident are fasad (destroy within the human body). Substance will rise again 
toward the process of perfection. The rise of substance toward the process of perfection 
describes becoming (the process of perfection through perfect movement) (Hossein and 
Mansur 2009). 
 Becoming is one of the terms in philosophy uses to desrcribe the process of 
perfection and eternality of existence gradually. As for the accident experienced destruction 
describing its existence is limited (Kamal 2009). The awakening of substance in Mulla 
Sadra‘s view is based on the existence of the soul is seen as something metaphysical that 
experiences a gradual movement  in accordance with its actuality by involving the 
perfection of reason. That is, the actuality of the human soul depends on the perfection of 
reason (Rezai 1999). To make clear the urgency of reason to human existence, so this paper 
will explain about the discourse of knowledge in philosophical civilization in the next 
discussion. 
 
The Essence of Knowledge 
The concept of the essence of knowledge is a serious discourse in the development 
of philosophy which background by many perspective of philosopher about the process of 
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the existence of knowledge in human self (Reza 1999). Historically, there are three 
perspectives on the discourse of knowledge in human lifes (Bartens 2005). First perspective, is 
majority of empirism, like David Hume who view sensory perception is the source of 
knowledge for human beings to know and understand the entity of reality, for example: 
Individual are able to know the existence of chair, table, and window based on his vision or 
it can be said Ahmad able to smell the fragrance of a perfume and the smell the trash 
through his sense of smell (Russell 2016; Hadiwijono 1980; Palmer 2001). 
Second view, is the majority of rationalism, like Rene Descartes who view that reason 
as the source of knowledge to know the existent of the object perception through 
conception process (Hardiman 2004; Copleston 1985). Rationalist are also view that reason 
can perceive immaterial entity, like the soul by involving the process of conseption. 
Conception of reason is universal, so that each individual able to know the existence of 
soul in human body as one of core identity of its existence in reality. Human knowledge 
about the existence of the soul describes reason as the source of knowledge in reality 
(Labib 2011).  
Third views, is the majority of the sophist (the school who reject Greek philosophy 
in Socrates era) viewed that the source of knowledge is something impossible in human 
beings. The sophist views that there is no essence of reality, whether material or immaterial 
in reality (Russell 2016; Copleston 1985). As a result, human beings are not able to 
recognize everything outside his existence. Implication is human being does not have 
source of knowledge, whether material or immaterial in himself. The sophist necessitates 
that there is no essence of knowledge in human life. Because, all entity of reality are illusion 
or mirage in human lives (Palmer 2001).  
Various views of philosophers concerning source of knowledge affecting Mulla 
Sadra thought in studying and discussing the essence of knowledge in human beings. 
According to him, the essence of knowledge is the existence of something inside human 
essentially, as human beings acknowledge his existence directly or necessarily without 
abstraction of reason or sense perception in reality (Sadra 1984). Thabathabai in his book 
Bidayah al-Hikhmah describes knowledge like a baby sucking milk between his mother‘s 
breasts. He did not have the experience or rational abstraction to understand how to suck 
milk well, but the baby necessarily know it (Sayyed Hossein Thabathabai 1997).  
Though the essence of knowledge is necessity, it need to know that Mulla Sadra 
never ignoring the abstraction of reason as one of instrument of knowledge. According to 
Mulla Sadra, human reason has the faculty of perception to guide human to reach the 
essence of knowledge in relaity (Sayyid Husain Thabathabai 2000). Mulla Sadra explains 
that the ability of reason as human guide on the theme aql al-munawar which will be explain 
by the author in the next discussion.  
 
Aql Munawar as the Source of Human Knowledge    
The theme of aql munawar is one theme which develop by Mulla Sadra to prove 
the existential of reason as the source of human knowledge which background by the view 
of some Muslim philosopher before Mulla Sadra, like Al-Farabi and Ibn Sina do not believe 
on the concept of unity of subject (the thinking individual) and object (something in mind) 
(ittihād āql wa ma’qūl) in human beings as impossibility. The impossible unity of subject-
object is based on perceptional faculty of subject in obtaining quiddity (something known 
through sense perception and rational analysis) of object which abstract by reason  before 
sensed by sensory perception in reality (Kalin 2010).  
The production of reason toward quiddity of object resulting universal concept that 
create renewal of object quantity in reality, example: When A (subject) unite with B (object) 
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resulting C (synthesis between A and B). C is diferent transformation from A and B. The 
result is, the identity of C is different with the first identity, that is A and B. According to 
Ibn Sina, it is impossible for C to leave its real identity, that is A and B. If C leaved its real 
identity, so it causes substantial differences between C and A, and B as a constituent (Kalin 
2010).  
Mulla Sadra overcoming the mistakes of peripatetic philosophers through the 
theme of ittihād āql wa ma’qūl that human being acknowledge two dimensional knowledge, 
external and mental. External knowledge–there are wujud khariji (something perceived by 
sense perception–and menta–there is also wujud dzihini (concept or idea)–that must have 
correspondency to obtain the truth of perceptional object in reality. If human has obtained 
the truth of an object, so that he can differentiate between essence and non essence of 
something in relity. The correspondency of mental and external knowledge, the more 
human beings obtained the truth of reality.  
Correspondency of mental (dzihni) and external eksternal (khariji) knowledge can be 
achieved by the unity of the subject as the knower, object as the known and reason as the 
meeting media between subject and object. Human mind will abstracts everything  is 
known by the subject toward object to produce a universal concept as the process of 
rational perfection finding truth in reality (Khamenei 2004).   
Concept of ittihād āql wa ma’qūl are stated by Mulla Sadra in the discussion of 
ma’qulat (universal conceptions) that all knowledge that obtained by human are coming 
from ma’qulat al-awwali by involving sense perception. Sense perception force is the main 
bridge for the objects of knowledge to go through the abstractional process of human 
mind (Kamal 1988). Abstraction process of human are called as ma’qulat at- tsani falsafi 
having coherency (suitability) between meltal realm and external reality, so that human are 
not fail to know the existence of perceptional objects through the unity of two scopes of 
knowledge in reality (Khamaeni 2004).  
The unity of the scope of knowledge influenced by human awareness knowing the 
existential being dzihni and khariji which influence human paradigm to differentiate and 
understand something essential and non-essential based on being as the source effect in 
reality (Mousavi 1999). Human knowledge toward the essence of reality based on the 
existential reason that can realize two dimension of knowledge which correspond between 
one another. Correspondency of two dimensions creates activity of reason to produce a 
universal concept that applied based on fact of reality (Sayyed Hossein Thabathabai 2000).  
The fact of reality influences the process of prediction between two universal 
concepts that has relation totally or partly. All activity of reason about two dimensional 
awareness, two dimensional unities, the process of universal concept production, and 
prediction of two universal concepts has causing actual faculty of human mind to realize 
the true reality (Kalbikani 1998). Mulla Sadra explain about the actuality of rational faculty 
in the theme of akal munawar or al-aql al-fa’al (active mind) influenced the actuality of soul 
as the knowing substance. Mulla Sadra view that all knowledge sense by human beings are 
sourced from the soul that moves all the human will and mind in reality (Mousavi 1999). 
Will and mind of individual will describes the existential soul, as been explained that the 
soul has level or varieties in human beings. 
 
Variety of Human Beings 
The concept of man is one of the discussions that discuss by Muslim thinkers to 
prove transcendental perfection (something eternal) in human self. Some of Muslim 
thinkers, sucah as Al-Farabi and Ibn Sina study and discuss about transcendental perfection 
through the existential of soul as the first perfection of human body. The meaning of the 
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first perfection to body in Al-Farabi (1976) view is human physical cannot act and think 
without the influence of soul. Al-Farabi‘s view is in accordance with the thought of Ibn 
Sina (1952) in his work Ahwal al-Nafs that soul is the first perfection, because every species 
(jins) becomes perfect through the influence of soul.  
All Muslim thinkers, before Mulla Sadra describes the existence of soul as 
something necessary in human beings. It means, human are able to understood the 
existence of soul, so that he is able to recognize the perfect potential of himself in reality. 
The potential of perfect soul in human body describes human core substance have many 
levels, as it actual level in reality (Fazlurrahman 2000). Muslim thinkers, divide three levels 
of the soul based on its actualization, that is plants soul, animal soul and human soul (Al-
Ghazali 1975).  
Al-Farabi (1976) in his book explains that from those three levels, the plant soul is 
the lowest level in human self. Because, if plantation soul involving nutrition, growth, and 
breed (natural attribute of plants) to perfectized itself in reality. According to al-Farabi, 
man who‘s life are only to eat and to breed describes it existential soul are in the level of 
plantation, as Ibn Sina view (Najati 2002).  
Whereas animal soul, al-Farabi or we call him as al-mu’alim al-tsani (second teacher) 
explain that individual ability to perceive entity in reality based on the ability of sense 
perception in reality. Meaning, animal soul has additional mechanism rather than plant soul 
only limibted in finding nutrition and to breed. According to al-Farabi, animal soul can 
reflect man to know something beside himself through the five senses (every animal has 
five senses to perceive something outside himself) (Najati 2002). Human beings based on 
the five senses are particular, so that the individual understanding toward entity are limited 
that depends on the reach of sensory perception.  
On the other side, al-Farabi (1976) explain that the process of sense perception 
affecting human imagination faculty, so that every image captured by the five sense 
resulting image in human mental. The image of object in mental is particular, as the reach 
of the five senses as partials. Example: Individual sees a red car in front of STFI Sadra. The 
perception toward the red car is brought into mental realm, so that the knowledge toward 
the red car exist in his knowledge about the car in red color, limited to the appearance of 
reality without the process of analysis concerning the existence of car as subject and red as 
predicate.   
Ibn Sina is different with al-Farabi understanding on animal soul that if al-mu’alim 
al-tsani understand the soul only in particular knowledge which influence individual 
imagination, so Ibn Sina view that human sense perception are influenced by the moving 
faculty in himself, like desire and anger. Ibn Sina (1952) views that the ability of human 
sensory perception is mechanically. It means that, the faculty of sense perception cannot be 
actualized without moved by his desire toward the entity of reality. Human has the interest 
toward something outside himself which is material, so that they view that the existence is 
based on sensory perception. 
Since, emotional faculty is the ability of human being to fight and avoiding 
everything that consider as endanger its existence in reality. For example: when a man sees 
a snake in the middle of the forest. By reflects, he realized that the existence of the snake 
has endangered his lives, so he do rebellion to save his existence in reality. Human 
reflection toward snake endanger himself will bring knowledge to avoid the existence of 
the snake in the future (Najati 2002). 
 Eventhough, Ibn Sina and al-Farabi has different view point on the level of animal 
in human soul, but both are having the same view about the level of reason as the highest 
soul affecting human perfection within two sides, that is theoretical and practical 
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(Rahmatiah 2018). Theoretically, reason has influence human paradigms to analyze 
everything critically, so that each individual can apprehend the truth of existential entity of 
reality based on right or wrong. Human truth in understanding the entity of reality affecting 
human action in reality (Sina 1998). 
 For, it is known that every single individual is move based on his knowledge, as the 
Muslim thinker view that the soul is the first perfection of human physical body 
mechanistically and systematically (Gama 2018). Ibn Sina and Al-Farabi view was 
perfectized by Mulla Sadra through the theme of substantial motion to prove that there is 
movement of soul toward perfection through unity of reason and sensory perception 
faculties.  Mulla Sadra explains about the cooperation between reason and sensory 
perception through the theme of ma’qulat that the sensory perception is the first gate for 
human beings to know about the existence of entity of reality (Kalin 2000).  
Mulla Sadra said that the process of sensory perception is called as ma’qulat al-
awwali. Then, sensory perception is change into particular image in mental realm. Particular 
image is brought to reason to be analyzed, so that the result of reason analysis is universal 
(Sayyed Hossein Thabathabai 2011). Mulla Sadra mention about the process of the 
changing image from particular into universal through analysis of reason by the term 
ma’qulat al-tsani al-falsafi. The result of rational analysis affecting two aspects in human body, 
which is al-ma’rifat al-haq (theoretics) and al-ma’rifat al-khair (practics) (Rezai 1999). 
Theoretical and practical influence describes holistical perfection, whether in action or 
paradigm in human body. The influence of reason toward holistical perfection will be 
explains in the following chapter. 
 
Holistical Perfection 
The holistical perfection theme in this writing is one of the next discussions on the 
unity of the sense perception and reason to actualize the existence of the soul in human in 
Mulla Sadra perspectives. On the previous discussion, it has been explain that sense 
perfection is the first gate to produce particular image that send toward reason to be 
analyse and verify its validity. The results of rational verification will result universal images 
and correspondence of two domains of knowledges, which is external (khariji) and internal 
(dzihni) (Khamenei 2004). 
Correspondency of two domain of knowledge will influence the actuality of human 
soul. The actuality of reason influenced the existence of human soul, because reason is the 
highest faculty of soul influencing attribution of soul–knowledge–that influence simplicity 
(basith) of human soul through the process of perception of something in reality (Sayyed 
Hossein Thabathabai 2000). The simplicity of soul describes the perfection of paradigm 
and human attitude in the world through two aspects, that is theoretical and practical based 
on its actual pattern in reality (Sina 1998). Theoretical perfection is the knowledge of 
human reason to understand the whole object of reality, somthat he perceive everything 
through truth to know the essence of reality.  
Theoretical perfection can be describes through ma’rifat al-haq (knowledge of truth) 
influencing human paradigm to analyze and think of everything based on reason. Human 
reason is the wheel to activate all the chains of human acts based on his perception toward 
reality (Sina 1960). Perception toward reality will create knowledge, so that human can act 
based on his knowledge. Human achieve ma’rifat al-haq and act logically and systematically 
by ignoring their desire and emotion in each will (Miri 2005). It means that, man act based 
on his understanding through his process of awareness toward object of reality. 
The awareness to act actualizes human ethical view to know the good (ma’rifat al-
khair). Ma’rifat al-khair describes the perfection of human ethics to act based on the 
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goodness by neglecting all evil (Sadra 2002). Human knowledge toward something good 
are based on the power of human soul to analyze something bad and good by involving 
actualization of human reason which describe through ma’rifat al-haq (Sina 1998).  
Sayyid Kamal Haidari was one of Mulla Sadra commentators, explaining on how to 
reach the perfection of theoretical and practical reason in the book Buhūsun fī ‘Ilmi al-Nafs 
al-Falsafī that the main step to actualizes ma’rifat al-haq through external knowledge as 
something basic. Sayyid Kamal Haidari (2011) explain that human knowledge perceived 
through individual interaction with external to get information based on the sensory 
stimulation, whether hearing, vision, and stimuli. Sayyid Kamal Haidar said that sensory 
knowledge with the term al-aql al-hayūla as the lower level in ma’rifat al-haq. 
Furthermore, Sayyid Kamal Haidari explain that individual knowledge on external 
object must be practice through act to create habits, like someone knowledge about 
honesty is good, so that he must practice an honest behavior as the basic knowledge 
obtained by reason. According to Sayyid Kamal Haidari, if individual acustomed himself to 
act orderly with knowledge al-aql al-hayūla will create habitation that is embedded in human 
body which called as al-aql al-malakah (Haidari 2011; Sadra 2002). 
 Al-aql al-malakah is the second level of reason which describes the incorporation of 
knowledge into the human body into a daily routine. The practice of the individual toact on 
his knowledge restricts the presence of al-aql al-fi’il as the third stage of the epistemological 
realm that describes the correspondence between mental knowledge and human action to 
achieve the truth. On the level of al-aql al-fi’il, the existence of human soul experiences 
simplicity based on the practice of knowledge practice in its action (Sadra 2002). 
Sayyid Kamal Haidari also explain that the level of al-aql al-fi’il is the result of 
decoration or takhalli in humen beings by involving al-aql al-malakah as the main basis of 
human in perfecting his soul in reality (Haidari 2011). The process of correspondency 
between mental and eksternal, also takhalli will necessitates the level of human reason 
toward al-aql al-mustafāt through the process of tajalli in human self. Al-aql al-mustafāt is the 
highest reason in the ordain of ma’rifat al-haq which influence each individual to view 
everything based on its true knowledge, so that they have the true attributes in themselves 
(Sadra 1984).   
The attribution of the truth will affect human action that describes human 
existence identically with His existence. It means that individual that has reach the level of 
al-aql al-mustafāt will reflect their attributes as His attribute and their acts as His acts in 
reality (Haq 2013). The disclosure or the reflection of His existence in human body as the 
process of mortal or destructive to the material realm as a reflection of the divine values of 
the human being arising or the existence of the human soul in order to actually lead to the 
increase of existence through the manner of the journey of the soul to perfection (Haidari 
2011). 
    
Analysis      
The main problem for the creation of violence and intolerance in religious 
communities is the eperception to see the difference between faith and belief. Perseption is 
a method of finding knowledge to understand an object of knowledge particularly 
(Gharawiyan 2012). Particular knowledge toward the object of knowledge will affect 
human behavior, because all individual will were based on his knowledge. In philosophical 
discourse, the role of perception is very important toward epistemology or human 
knowledge that always directing individual views to see object of knowledge limitedly, 
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The limitation in understanding the structure of belief outside itself was the main 
problem that causes blaming attitude and feels that his only belief is true, is the wrong 
attitude in framing religiosity that trigger intolerance conflict and violence to occurred in 
the life of religious communities (Muhaemin and Sanusi 2019; HM, Mualimin, and 
Nurliana 2018). If they are not in the same faith, they will hate of those who are not in the 
same religion. If they are religious, then he hates those who are not religious. If they are 
religious, then they will hate those who are not of one mind. This kind of particular point 
of view will continue to happen in the cycle; so that they don‘t see any mistakes come from 
them, but toward beliefs outside themselves (Al-Hadar 2018). 
All failures in understanding religiosity in the scope of religion, is the influence of 
perception that always mapping the object based on differences. Consequently, individual 
cannot see harmony in accordance with those faith and beliefs. Murtadha Muthahhari 
(1978) explain that perception always keep humans away from the truth, because he has 
rejecting all beliefs as a different reality. The attitude of rejecting all beliefs is described as 
an exclusivism group that always blames and feels suspicious of the danger posed by a 
belief outside itself.  
Further, Murtadha Muthahhari mentions that particular understanding was based on 
the ability of human sense perceptions that sees and hears all religious information 
limitedly and do not want to examine the truth of the information in a comprehensive and 
explanative manner. As a consequence, individuals view everything particularly and 
rejecting the belief obtained from the information (Mutahhari 2017). The denial toward a 
belief based on the particular knowledge brings on exclusivism to hatred and do violence to 
other believers who is different with him. The attitude of violence and hatred toward 
believers can bring certain war and hostility in the middle of religious people which 
describe moral crisis (Kimball 2003). 
In contemporary era, it is known that cases of violence and intolerance of religious 
communities are so high, as data from the National Human Rights Commision (KOMNAS 
HAM) and Wahid Institute. The higher number of cases violence and intolerance in 
religious community is based on human perception to see the differences in belief 
particularly obtained through some social media, such like Whatsapp, Youtube, and 
Instagram which cause inequality and particular paradigm in people‘s life. Inequality and 
particular paradigm encouraging the creation of hostility and mutual blame that result in 
persecution between religious communities (Muhaemin and Sanusi 2019). 
Functionally, religion‘s role to unite people in the place of faith and belief, as Emile 
Durkheim view. Worship hall in prople‘s life will encourage them to achieve one 
understanding to create a peace, peaceful and safe life between religious communities 
(Durkheim 2011). Emile Durkheim view in accordance with Huston Smith (2015) who 
explain that every teaching will guide human to achieve perfection, because the basic 
concept of religion is the existence of The Most Perfect Being. The basic concept of 
religion is to arrange people to worship to build closeness with The Most Perfect and 
creating peace in the social dimension. 
Based on Emile Durkheim and Huston Smith point of view, it can be known that the 
main function of religion is to guide human to unite toward perfection. But, in reality the 
perception of religious community toward the different of faith and belief in the scope of 
religion limit the function of religion. It is of course, the main problem is human 
perception who failed to understand various belief and faith outside himself, until shut 
himself from the true reality (Yusufian 2014). To cope with the problem of religious 
communities perception, author uses Mulla Sadra epistemology by reffering to his magnum 
opus, al-Hikmah al-Mutāliyah fī al- Asfār al-Aqliyyah al-Arba’ah.  
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Mulla Sadra (2002) mention that human has two instruments of knowledge that is 
sense perception and reason, which must correspond each other. If reason and the five 
senses doesn‘t have correspondency, so human only gained particular knowledge, as 
religious communities understand in one belief limitedly. Mulla Sadra explains that 
correspondency between reason and sense perception are begin with basic understanding 
that is informations gained through the power of sense perception. Human sense 
perception is the first knowledge toward the object in reality. Humans sense perception will 
perceive object particularly analyzed by reason, to receive universal concept. Particular 
changes into universal is one of the role of reason to perceive object of knowledge widely 
(Kalin 2010). 
The explanation on the instrument of knowledge according to Mulla Sadra is related 
with the view point of religious communities who are tend to prioritize reason and sensory 
perception separately, so that the understanding toward reality is particular (Sudarminta 
2002). The first step to overcoming mistakes of religious community is to combine 
between reason and sensory perception without neglecting both roles for human 
knowledge. If individual optimizes the role of reason and the five senses simultaneously, so 
that the understanding toward faith and belief will become universal (Kartanegara 2007). 
At the universal stage, human being does not only know the difference but also 
understand the similarity of the faith and belief in himself. Mulla Sadra view was sharpened 
by Murtadha Muthahhari that the different of faith and belief are also  based on 
methodological differences in understanding religious text, so that difference is something 
common happen (Mutahhari 1978). Although there are differences in beliefs, Murtadha 
Mutahhari also do not ignore that there is similarity in the difference of faith and beliefs 
that cannotbe understood by religious communities. Because, religious communities are 
always see the different particularly in viewing the belief outside themselves as something 
wrong (Mutahhari 1978). 
Based on Murtadha Muthahhari explanation, it can be understood that the main 
problem of moral crisis in the scope of religious communities is not coming from religion, 
but the paradigm of society understood religious teaching particularly causes many 
difference. Various differences imply hostility and violence among every religious believer 
(Muhaemin and Sanusi 2019). By reunderstanding correspondecy between reason and 
sensory perception in Mulla Sadra point of view, can be solution to change every failure in 
religious communities to understand the different which imply behavior to resect each 
other in every differences.  
Mulla Sadra explain about the process of correlation between reasons and sensory 
perception in human paradigm begin with consciousness. Consciousness id the main 
principle of Mulla Sadra epistemology by realizing the perceptional object and perceptional 
knowing subject, in this case the perceptional object is various differences of faith and 
beliefs and the perceptional subject is religious communities (Bagus 2002). The awaereness 
of subject toward object will reconstruct its understanding to apprehend that the different 
of religious teachings are something necessary by involving the power of sense perception. 
The more sense perception collecting much information through discourse and preaching 
in social media, the more particular the conclusion gained. Mulla Sadra called particular 
knowledge as al-aql al-hayūla  (Sadra 2002).  
The results of particular sense perceptions are brought toward reason to abstract and 
analyze particular information to become universal concept.  Universal concept affecting 
human will to deal with various differences in reality. Mulla Sadra said that to influence 
knowledge by the term aql al-malakah (Sadra 1941). Furthermore a practical knowledge on 
the level of al-aql al-malakah will describes the process of takhalli or the decoration of 
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human existence after succeeded to release many dirty behaviors (tahalli) at the level of 
contemplation. The process of self decoration from good-deed will be embedded in its 
existence, so that humans can behave either continuously or accustomed (Haidari 2011). 
The habit to do good deed will affecting the actuality of practical reason or human 
ma’rifat al-khair on the level of al-aql al-fi’il as the basis of the perfection of theoretical 
reasons or ma’rifat al-haq, which are al-aql al-hayūla and al-aql al-malakah (Haidari 2011). The 
actuality of al-aql al-fi’il in the scope of ma’rifat al-khair will affect simplicity (basith) of soul to 
perfecting himself in reality. Because, according to Mulla Sadra soul is the knowing 
substance and will in reality. All knowledge achieved in the sense perceptions and reasons 
are all sourced from the soul, even various human behaviors are moved by the soul (Sadra 
2002). 
The simplicity of soul will realized human existence that doesn‘t depend on lust and 
emotion to think and to will, so that human existence was not describe as animal, but on 
the level of human or rational to behave well and have universal paradigm to build 
harmonization between beings as the process of perfection and get closer to God without 
looking at various different and faith and beliefs (Sadra 1941). 
Therefore, it can be understood that the teaching of Mulla Sadra‘s Hikmah al-
Muta’aliyah has the urgency to unite religious societies through individual perception. 
Perception is the main problem of religion in the contemporary era that always influence 
human knowledge to move based on desire and emotion without discusses and explores 
any further the root of differences in each beliefs and thought, so that it is hard to see 
similarities of each beliefs anf thougts outside himself. As a result, individual will reject and 
blame all beliefs outside himself. Correlation between reason and five senses in the right 
solution to overcome fallacies in religious society paradigm, in order to established 
harmony in social scope.    
 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the explanation above, author conclude that moral crisis that occurs in the 
life of religious society because of particular understanding in comprehending religion 
particularly. As a result, religious society refuses and blames various beliefs and thoughts 
outside their beliefs. The implication, each individual will limit themselves from many 
beliefs outside their beliefs that create discrepancy between religious societies in social 
frame. Various problem in religious frame are based on failures in understanding which 
influence their will in reality.  
In philosophical civilization there are two foundation of human knowledge, which are 
reason and the five senses. Both foundational knowledges are always directing human 
being into particular and limited understanding, when there are no correspondency. This 
kinds of problem can be known through rational understanding that only viewing on 
various beliefs based on different understanding. Whereas, sensory perception always 
directing human to gain limited conclusion, as far as sensory perception. The limitation of 
reason and sensory perception will create particular and limited knowledge and 
understanding to comprehend the teaching of beliefs that different with individual beliefs. 
It is of course, a different understanding will affect the will of individual to intolerance 
behaviour and reject all understanding in himself to necessitate rivalry and combat as moral 
crisis of religious society. Based on various problem, it can be known that the main 
problem of such moral crisis, that is the understanding of religious society to understand 
various differences particularly and limitedly. Mulla Sadra in his work Hikmah Muta’aliyah 
try to overcome those problem, through the correspodence of reason and the five senses as 
a faculty of soul knowledge.  
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According to Mulla Sadra, reason and common sense must be unite so that both of 
them resulting universal concept which influence human behaviour to view various 
differences as something necessary and not only views by differences, but to understand 
that every teaching has similiarity and has one core of teaching, which to create peace, 
harmony, and safety in the life of religious society, as viewed by Huston Smith and Emile 
Durkheim. The creation of peace, harmony and safety in human life describes the 
perfection of human existence, theoretically and practically that human do not view 
everything based on differences and always create harmony between every single human 
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